
JAKARTA: Indonesia’s parliament approved legisla-
tion on Tuesday that would outlaw sex outside mar-
riage in a move critics said was a huge setback to rights
in the world’s most populous Muslim country. After it
was endorsed by all nine parties in a sweeping overhaul
of the criminal code, deputy house speaker Sufmi
Dasco Ahmad banged the gavel to signal the text was
approved and shouted “legal”. A revision of Indonesia’s
criminal code, which stretches back to the Dutch colo-
nial era, had been debated for decades. Rights groups
protested against the amendments, denouncing them as
a crackdown on civil liberties and political freedoms as
well as a shift towards fundamentalism in Muslim-
majority Indonesia, where the constitution recognises
five religions alongside Islam.

“We have tried our best to accommodate the impor-

tant issues and different opinions which were debated,”
Minister of Law and Human Rights Yasonna Laoly told
parliament. “However, it is time for us to make a histori-
cal decision on the penal code amendment and to leave
the colonial criminal code we inherited behind.”

The article criminalising sex outside marriage has
been criticised by Indonesian business organisations
as detrimental to tourism, though authorities insist
foreigners travelling to Bali would not be affected. The
new code, which still needs to be approved by
President Joko Widodo, will come into force after
three years.

‘Morality clauses’ 
Some of the most controversial articles criminalise

extra-marital sex, as well as the cohabitation of unmar-
ried couples. According to the text seen by AFP, sex
outside of marriage will be punished with one year in
prison while unmarried people living together could
face six months in jail.

Albert Aries from the Law and Human Rights
Ministry defended the amendments before the vote and
said the law would protect marriage institutions. Sex
outside marriage could only be reported by a spouse,
parents or children, drastically limiting the scope of the
amendment, he said.

At a business conference before the vote on
Tuesday, US ambassador to Indonesia Sung Yong Kim
said he was concerned about “morality clauses” in the
criminal code that could have a negative impact on
businesses. Several other countries prohibit adultery
and enforce harsh punishments on extra-marital sex,
including Iran, Saudi Arabia, Morocco, and the
Philippines.

‘A step back’ 
Analysts say the new code also curtails some politi-

cal rights. Among the additions are several articles con-
cerning blasphemy-already a crime in Indonesia-and
there will be a two to four year jail term for forcing oth-
ers to renounce their religion.

Spreading ideas “contradictory to Pancasila”-the
official ideology of Indonesia which stresses unity and
respect for ethnic and religious minorities-will be pun-
ishable by a maximum of four years in prison. The
death sentence, largely used in Indonesia for drug
crimes, will now come with a 10-year probation period,
after which the sentence can be reduced to life in jail if
the convict shows exemplary behaviour.

Bambang Wuryanto, head of the commission that
oversaw deliberations on the text, acknowledged “this

is a product by humans and hence it will never be per-
fect”. But he invited critics to “file a judicial review to
the constitutional court” instead of demonstrating.

Rights groups slammed the legislation as morality
policing. “The passing of the criminal code bill is clearly
a step back in the protection of civil rights... particular-
ly on the rights of freedom of expression and press

freedom,” Amnesty International Indonesia director
Usman Hamid told AFP.

An attempt to pass a similar draft law in 2019
brought tens of thousands onto the streets in protests
which eventually forced the government to back down.
On Tuesday around a dozen protesters gathered in
downtown Jakarta holding banners. — AFP
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News in brief
Thai PM indicates 
2023 election run

BANGKOK: Thai Prime Minister Prayut Chan-
O-Cha said Tuesday he wants to rule until 2025,
indicating for the first time that he plans to stand
in the kingdom’s upcoming general election.
Thailand is due to go to the polls early next year
and on Tuesday the main opposition Pheu Thai
party launched some of its campaign themes.
Prayut came to power as army chief in a 2014
coup before cementing his position in a contro-
versial 2019 election, but his popularity has been
in the doldrums. Pheu Thai is riding high in the
polls but the current Thai constitution, drafted
under military rule, stacks the system in favour
of army-linked parties. In September, the
Constitutional Court ruled Prayut’s eight-year
term limit as PM would end in 2025, and as he
left a weekly cabinet meeting on Tuesday he was
asked about his plans. “I will do my best in this
two years and after that there will be a suitable
choice that the public accept to carry on my
work,” he told reporters.

Iran arrests 12 with European links

TEHRAN: Iran’s Revolutionary Guards have
arrested 12 alleged members of a European-
linked group accused of planning acts of sabo-
tage in the country, Tasnim news agency said.
The Islamic republic has been rocked by more
than two months of what it calls deadly “riots”
that it says have been fomented by the United
States, its allies and foreign-based opposition
groups. The street violence erupted in mid-
September after the death of Mahsa Amini, a 22-
year-old Iranian woman of Kurdish origin, in the
custody of the morality police in Tehran. In a
statement quoted by Tasnim, the Islamic
Revolutionary Guard Corps in Markazi province,
southwest of Tehran, said it had arrested “a net-
work with 12 members with links abroad”.

Babies found in French freezer

MARSEILLE: Two newborn babies whose
corpses were found in a woman’s freezer in
southern France did not die of natural causes,
prosecutors said Monday. “The two children
were not stillborn,” Florence Galtier, prosecutor
in the southern town of Avignon, told AFP, citing
an autopsy. Their deaths were “not natural in ori-
gin”, she added, after the discovery at the home
of a 41-year-old woman arrested last Thursday in
the southern village of Bedoin. The woman was
charged Friday on suspicion of murder of two
minors.  It is not known if she is the mother of the
victims, both girls. The autopsy showed one of
the babies had suffered a blow leaving “cranial
and intracranial” bruising, believed to be the
cause of death. Galtier said it was not clear if the
injuries were the result of violence or a fall, a lack
of care or something else. She added it had also
not been established if the girls were twins-or
even unrelated. Police received a telephone tip
off from a man whose identity and potential con-
nection to the case are also unclear. France has
known similar cases over the years. Last March, a
woman in her 30s was placed under investigation
after two frozen babies were found at her home.
In 2015, five bodies were found in a similar case
which saw the mother handed an eight-year jail
term.—AFP

New code also 
curtails some 

political rights

JAKARTA: Photo shows activists holding a protest against the new criminal code outside the parliament building in Jakarta.
Indonesia’s parliament approved on December 6 legislation that would outlaw pre-marital sex while making other sweeping
changes to the criminal code. — AFP

MAZAR-I-SHARIF: Members of the Taleban visit an Afghan man receiving treatment at a hospital after he was wounded when
a roadside bomb hit a bus carrying employees of a petroleum company in Mazar-i- Sharif on December 6, 2022. — AFP

Students protest campus
lockdown as China 
eases COVID curbs
BEIJING: Students protested against a lockdown at a
university in eastern China, highlighting continued
anger as huge numbers of people across the country
still face restrictions despite the government easing its
zero-COVID policy.

Some Chinese cities have begun tentatively rolling
back mass testing and curbs on movement following
nationwide anti-lockdown demonstrations last week.
But analysts at Japanese firm Nomura on Monday cal-
culated that 53 cities-home to nearly a third of China’s
population-still had some restrictions in place. China’s
vast security apparatus has moved swiftly to smother
the rallies, deploying a heavy police presence while
boosting online censorship and surveillance.

Videos published on social media Tuesday and
geolocated by AFP show a crowd of students at
Nanjing Tech University on Monday night shouting
demands to leave the campus. “Your power is given to
you by students, not by yourselves,” one person can
be heard shouting in the footage. “Serve the students!”

A third-year student who asked to remain anony-
mous confirmed the protest took place, a day after the
school announced it would seal off the campus for five
days because of just one Covid case. Chinese universi-
ties have restricted movement for months, with many
requiring students to apply for permission to leave the
campus and banning visitors.

The Nanjing Tech student told AFP her peers were
unhappy about poor communication from the universi-
ty and worried they would be blocked from travelling
home for the winter holidays. In the footage, the crowd
can be seen arguing with university representatives
and shouting for school leaders to step down.

“If you touch us you will become the second
Foxconn!” one protester yells in reference to violent
demonstrations last month in central China at a factory
run by the Taiwanese tech giant that supplies Apple.

Other clips showed a police car arriving on the
scene and university officials promising students they
would compile their complaints in a file. The Nanjing
protest comes days after people took to the streets in
multiple Chinese cities urging an end to the zero-
Covid policy, with some even calling for Chinese
President Xi Jinping to step down.

Hundreds gathered at Beijing’s elite Tsinghua and
Peking universities at the end of last month as well as
on campuses in the cities of Xi’an, Guangzhou and
Wuhan.

Authorities have cracked down on subsequent
efforts to protest while appearing to answer some
demands by easing a number of restrictions. On
Tuesday Beijing said offices and commercial buildings
including supermarkets would no longer require visi-
tors to show proof of a negative test.—AFP

BEIJING: A health worker in personal protective equipments
(PPE) carries COVID-19 testing swabs and tubes along a
street in Beijing. — AFP

Croatia sets 
sights on EU’s
border-free club
STARA GRADISKA, Croatia: If Croatia gets
approval this week to join the world’s largest visa-free
area, the massive queues of vehicles at the borders
with its European neighbours will become history.
European Union justice ministers meet on Thursday to
decide whether to admit Croatia into the passport-free
Schengen zone, which enables more than 400 million
people to move freely around its 26 member nations.

One of the main sticking points has been questions
over Croatia’s ability to police what is the 27-nation
EU’s longest external land border, at a time when
migration remains a key challenge for the country.
Zagreb’s application in 2016 to join Schengen has also
come at a sensitive time for Europe.

Since 2015, millions of migrants, many from conflict
zones, have risked their lives to enter the EU illegally
and then the COVID 19 pandemic hit in 2020. Both
prompted Schengen countries to reintroduce certain
border controls. If on Thursday Croatia gets the green
light to join Schengen-potentially alongside Bulgaria
and Romania-the kilometres-long (miles-long) vehicle
queues at the Bregana border crossing with Slovenia
will become a thing of the past. Bregana is one of 73
land crossings with EU neighbours Slovenia and
Hungary that would cease to exist. “On January 1, we
will raise the barriers and border traffic will be free,”
the head of the national border police service, Zoran
Niceno, told AFP. At airports, the change will kick in on
March 26, due to technical issues.

Tourists and trucks
Croatia hopes joining Schengen would boost its

lucrative tourism industry. This year, the country of 3.9
million people hosted four times as many visitors, most

of them from other EU states. Removing border con-
trols would enable holidaymakers to reach Croatian
destinations faster, the head of the national tourist
board, Kristjan Stanicic, said recently.

“International carriers will be delighted,” said
Vladimir Jurcec of the national road hauliers’ associa-
tion. Removing checks at borders will save them
between six and 10 hours every week. “No more
crowds and hours of queueing,” noted truck driver
Filip Svetlicic, whose Italy-bound lorry was stuck in a
queue several kilometres long to exit Croatia via
Bregana. On January 1, Croatia will also join the EU’s
single currency club, the eurozone.

Illegal migration challenge 
Ever since the former Yugoslav republic became an

EU member nearly a decade ago, it has had the oner-
ous task of policing the bloc’s longest external land
border. The border-which rubs shoulders for more
than 1,350 kilometres (about 840 miles) with Bosnia,
Montenegro and Serbia-is an area notorious for traf-
ficking in migrants, drugs and weapons. The most chal-
lenging is the 1,011-kilometre border with Bosnia,
which is not only the longest but also consists of diffi-
cult terrain dotted with rivers and craggy mountains.
At the Stara Gradiska crossing with Bosnia, police
carefully scrutinise documents and waiting vehicles.

For Malik Safeta, a bus driver from Sarajevo, such
strict controls are not unusual. “It’s normal. This is the
last line of defence for the EU and the Schengen zone
before the eastern world, which is always a bit more
problematic,” he said.

The situation at Croatia’s borders with its non-EU
neighbours is not expected to change much after
January 1 because Zagreb has already introduced the
Schengen area’s rules for dealing with its external lim-
its. “Croatia has applied Schengen procedures for
years and uses all the tools required for such border
controls,” Niceno, the border police head, said. Police
say tackling illegal migration was and will remain the
most challenging task for its force of around 6,500
border officers.—AFP

Roadside bomb 
kills seven in 
Afghanistan
MAZAR-I-SHARIF: A roadside bomb killed seven
petroleum company employees commuting to work
on a packed bus in northern Afghanistan’s biggest
city, an official and survivors said Tuesday. Although
the Taleban claim to have improved national security
since storming back to power in August last year,
there have been scores of bomb blasts and attacks-
many claimed by the local chapter of the Islamic
State group.

A police official told AFP that Tuesday’s blast hap-
pened around 7:00 am (0230 GMT) in Mazar-i-
Sharif-an ancient city famed for its beautiful blue
mosque. “I was reading the Koran on my phone screen
and there was a boom,” survivor Azim, whose right leg
was injured by shrapnel, told AFP.

Mohammad Hanif, who was also hurt in the blast,
said there were around 52 people aboard the bus at
the time. Seven people were killed and six others
wounded according to Asif Waziri, spokesman for the
Balkh province police department.

“The bomb was placed in a cart by the roadside. It
was detonated as the bus arrived,” he said. There has
so far been no claim of responsibility. At least 19 peo-
ple were killed and 24 others wounded earlier this
month by a blast at a madrassa in Aybak, southeast of
Mazar-i-Sharif. - AFP


